
Format: Choose the format and type of research material (e.g. datasets, scientific articles, policy briefs, etc)

Structure: Organise information in distinct sections following a table of content with hyperlinks to each section

Type of materials: Insert charts, diagrams, study conclusions, analysis summaries in the course to provide a
broader context to the topic

Format: Use PDF or ePub format

Structure: Organise information in distinct sections following a table of content with hyperlinks to each
section

Content: Include interactive sections consisting of practical activities which can be carried out by the user,
in order to apply the advice and guidance provided in the manual

‘How to use’ section: Include a section that details the scope, structure and the different resources
available in the manual or in the material

After the end of the webinar, divide the video into sections to enable quick access to them.
Link the different video sections with the headings in the table of content using hyperlinks

Video animations: Should not exceed 5 minutes. Longer animations should be split into sections and
delivered in a series
Recorder video presentations: Split an hour-long video presentation into distinct, autonomous lectures

Closed captions: Provide transcriptions of the voice-over and descriptions of non-speech elements, for
compliance with WCAG 2.1 AA standard
Recorded videos: Use subtitles to increase accessibility

Prepare a brief training factsheet which should include the purpose of the webinar, learning objectives, 
table of content, target audience, any prerequisites and the language of the course 

Navigation: Use necessary tools like search bars, play, pause, reload, fast forward and backward buttons. 

Narration: Ensure that the voice is clear for the recording and gather consent from the participants before
publishing, if applicable

Duration: 

Captions: 

Duration: Each presentation should be no more than 30 minutes long

Structure: Each presentation with a duration of 30 minutes should include 15-30 slides of
approximately 1-2 minutes duration each

Each slide: Each slide should convey only 1 concept and/or learning point

Bullet points: Each slide should include a maximum of 7 bullet points
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(slide deck)

https://ec.europa.eu/digital-single-market/en/news/rules-reuse-commission-information


Start with an agenda/table of contents with hyperlinks to each section
At the beginning, include a slide with the session's learning objectives
Add a recap slide at the end of each section with the main concepts discussed
Include a slide with further information resources
Add activity slides (questions/quizzes) that users should try to answer at the end of each
section/presentation
Close the presentation with a conclusion slide

Establish a clear link between the research material and the course’s outcome
The didactic utility should be clearly described in order to support learners
If needed, support the material with other resources such as glossaries
Include only the specific parts that are relevant to the content covered in the course
Label the materials to specify the prerequisites (level of expertise, specific knowledge)
Materials should be evaluated by subject matter experts and correlated with the skill level of the course's
target group 
If provided as additional information material, its utility should be described in the corresponding section
of the course
Presentation sections can be built on the research material’s structure. They can provide a summary of
the information in the material and links to other resources

Include manuals and tutorials to enhance on-the-job skill development
Use tables when facts, figures and data must be displayed in a correlated manner
Include explicative text under images or other graphic representations
Include links to other content resources for further support
Consider transforming them into interactive learning and documentation resources
Caveats in the manuals can serve as scenarios for case studies which can be used to test the learner's
understanding

Not correlating the materials with the practical ends of the course
Excessive use of bold and italic fonts
Lengthy videos without discrete sections and tags
Video design should not rely only on colours, instead, experiment with fonts/textures as well
Clutter such as complex backgrounds, graphic elements concentration, low-quality graphics and multimedia

The colour set used in animations should be kept to a minimum
Tag parts in the video to correlate them with the table of contents
When emphasising important messages prefer graphic representations, instead of only using colour
Support your videos with relevant resources such as manuals, presentation slides, and any
complementary material
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How to develop & repurpose materials?
This document provides you with guidance to develop and adapt different types of materials such as presentations, webinars,
research materials, manuals, posters or leaflets 

Need more support?

IOP-Academy(at)ec.europa.eu  

Ultimate pro tip!

Follow the Guidelines for action owners
and Fiches 1, 2 & 3 for more instructions


